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server 2003, windows 2000,
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windows vista and windows
7. this program is developed

by the companies of pwn-
group and securenvoy, and

a copy of the license
agreement can be found in
the additional file. having

problems like losing
windows password, forgot
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root password of the
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and click on reset button. it
could reset the password for

several users with this
software. it is available in
free of charge without any
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the trial version from the
link below. resolve all the
problems by this software
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and upgrade to the full
version. loss of an operating
system password is always

unpleasant and usually
unexpected. if you don't
have the knowledge of a

system administrator, you
won't be able to solve the

problem on your own.
however, do not despair -
there is an alternative to

going to the service center.
the reset windows password

program developed by
passcape software will help
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you to remove the password
from windows. the utility is

easy to use and will help not
only ordinary users, but also

administrators (including
domain administrators).
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